
Multi-Check 
Dashboard
Focus is committed to designing 
innovative POS software solutions that 
drive improvement in productivity and 
efficiency. Our Multi-Check Dashboard is 
built to complete transactions at lightning 
speed with just a few simple touches.

The Multi-Check Dashboard allows your 
staff to track orders and sales from a 
variety of revenue streams, increasing 
your operational efficiency and creating 
more convenient, seamless dining 
experiences for your customers.

(800) 775-0996 www.focuspos.com

LEARN MORE:  focuspos.com/solutions/multi-check-dashboard
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Locate a Dealer
Call or e-mail us for information about 
how you can become an authorized dealer 
of our products. We look forward to having 
you on the Focus team!

(800) 774-0996

locate@focuspos.com

Contact Us
For more than 20 years, Focus 
POS Systems has provided 
restaurant management software 
to hospitality establishments.

(800) 775-0996

info@focuspos.com

Connect With Us
focuspos

@focuspos
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www.focuspos.com

Multi-Check Dashboard
One interface. Fewer touches. The future of POS systems.

Servers spend most of their time performing check functions like printing, closing, and splitting. These time 
consuming tasks eat in to the time your staff spends ensuring that guest needs are attended to. If you’re not 
providing your customers with a convenient, fast, and positive customer experience, you might as well close your 
doors now. Server time is better spent ensuring each of your guests has a positive experience.

The Multi-Check Dashboard is a revolutionary new interface. Customizable to how you do business, it reduces the 
number of touches required to add items to a check or check-out a customer. Wait staff can effortlessly manage all 
of their checks and tables through one screen, with only a few touches. Print, close, split, and add items to checks 
faster than ever before. With the Multi-Check Dashboard, your servers will spend more time on the sales floor 
upselling, cross-selling, increasing your average ticket size, and ensuring each one of your guests leaves your place 
a satisfied customer.

Our Multi-Check Dashboard enables you to:
• Simultaneously manage all of your checks and 

tables in one place

• Easily split, print and close checks

• Efficiently add order items to checks

• Effortlessly handle checks paid with multiple 
credit cards

• Configure your carryout and pick up orders 
separately from your in-house orders

• Apply special or promotional discounts to checks 
with ease

• Process credit cards at high speed

• Enter up to thirty customizable commands in the 
dashboard

• Customize your Multi-Check Dashboard to better 
suit your business’s unique needs
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